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PROJECT ULVSUNDA       as  URBAN CATALYST

Within the city it is expected that 
today’s population of around 
800,000 will increase to about a 
million in 20 years time. 

Currently a desi�cation of 
Stockholm semi-central band 
around the inner city is under 
way. 

�is planning takes place within 
existing settlements, which 
provides an opportunity to link 
the segregated neighborhoods. 

STOCKHOLM VISION 2030

1915 2015

ELEMENTS  THAT MADE ULVSUNDA 
INDUSTRIAL AREA POSSIBLE 

BARRIERS / UNDEFINED AREAS 0 250m

Barriers

Undefined

1.Waterfront

2.Sundbyberg

3.Railway

Bromma Airport?

In the beginning of the 20th century: there 
were three railways that ran through 
Ulvsunda: �e northern railway (1866), 
Västerås track (1876) and Tramline 
Ulvsundabanan (1914)

Today: Alvik - Solna Tvärbanan (2014)

Bromma Airport (1936) and the 
improvements in the economy caused a 
growing demand for industrial land. By the 
mid-1960s, the area was fully developed.

�e use of the airport today is extremely 
limited and its future existence is very 
questionable.

�e proximity to the water was a big 
advantage that made the construction of 
harbors for sea transportation possible.  

Waterfront of Bällstaviken is today seen 
as a recreational element and light 
transportation. 

Sundbyberg was an established industrial 
area when Ulvsunda was acquired by the 
Stockholm City in 1904 and that was an 
advantage for the development of 
Ulvsunda.

Today it is its Sundbyberg’s urban 
structure that Ulvsunda aims to connect 
itself to. 

INTRO

Stockholm City has long since had the challenge of providing more housing for its 
inhabitants which increase the pressure of transformation on the industrial areas in 
the central city. In the light of this backdrop, Ulvsunda industry area is identi�ed as 
one of the 12 urban areas of Stockholm that are planned to grow in the coming years.

Stockholm's economy has undergone a long and dynamic development during the 
20th century that has come to characterize the entire metropolitan area. Structural 
factors such as rising land prices and labor costs as well as improved communications 
have caused the factories and other establishments to gradually leave the inner city and 
locate on the growing distance from the center.

For a long time Stockholm's city strived to o�er suitable land for these activities within 
the municipal boundary. Preserving Stockholm as an industrial city was an ambition 
when both suburban municipalities and annuals more distant places o�ered attractive 
alternatives. �is policy resulted in that nearly 30 industrial parks were created. �ese 
are now a big part of Stockholm workplaces and businesses.

CULTURAL / HISTORICAL CLASSIFICATION

Cultural value is equivalent to 
the requirements for historic 
buildings in the Heritage 
Conservation Act.

Particularly valuable from 
historical, cultural, 
environmental or artistic point.

Positive impact on the cityscape 
and/or of certain cultural value.

Can not be linked to any of the 
above categories.

INDUSTRIAL AREAS IN STOCKHOLM

• Luma -> Hammarby sjöstad
• Lunda (Spånga-Tensta) -> under planning
• Skrubba energicentrum
• Slakthuset ->under planning
• Vinsta (Johannelund) -> under planning
• Ulvsunda -> under planning
• Västberga, Alvsjö

Ulvsunda is one of very few remaining industrial areas in Stockholm that has kept its unique character over the decades. 

Each industry area carries a unique, but today often dormant tale of industry and the city, the entrepreneurs and 
authorities, and transportation and geography. Therefore each site has its own identity that can and should be 
developed to make the area more attractive, both commercially and culturally.

Ignoring the existing character of Ulvsunda and building the whole area anew as in the example of Annedal will be a 
waste of the potential that Ulvsunda possesses and turn the area into one of many other dull development areas in 
Stockholm. One should keep in mind that such approaches add no value to the City of Stockholm and cause further 
segregation between city districts.

Ulvsunda is too unique to be downgraded to a single use residential area. Ulvsunda’s history is Stockholm’s history.
 
“At first sight, looks like nothing is left. But if you look closely, you may realize that there are still traces and many 
things are still there. The project enables the visitor to imagine the beauty that is already there but hidden. The viewer’s 
role is to reveal the quality that is hidden.”
Alexandre Chemetoff
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PLANNED / ONGOING PROJECTS AROUND ULVSUNDA HAND PLAN 

TRUCK ACCESS 0 250m TYPES of INTERVENTION 0 250m

No Intervension

Functional Change

Extension

Extension with 
Functional Change

Demolishment

New

THE NETWORK of PUBLIC SPACES 0 250m

INVENTORY BEFORE DEVELOPMENT

OFFICES  
91,000 sqm

PRODUCTION
111,000 sqm

COMMERCIAL 
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN

PHASE III 2023 EDUCATION PHASE II 2019 WATERFRONT AND HOUSES PHASE I  2015 LUNCH/AFTERWORK and BAZAAR 

0 250m



PHASE IV  2030 and beyond - FUTURE EXPANSION
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01.kulturhuset

Extension with 
Functional Change

04.gentle touch

02.bazaar

Extension
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Functional change
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Functional Change
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STUDENT
APARTMENTS

BROMMA AIRPORT TECHNICAL 
SCHOOL

  

 

       

BAZAAR

OFFICE ZONE

WATERFRONT 

PUBLIC SPACE

LUNCH&AFTERWORK 
ZONE

WATERFRONT FINGER

The objective: 
To connect both sides of Bällstaviken and create a 
promenade ring.

Current situation:
Sundbyberg Municipality has already made plans for rehabiliation of the 
waterfront area. A new bridge is planned that will connect
Ulvsunda to the new park, Tuvenparken.

The game plan:
- Extend the existing green area on the southeast towards the north where the 
public space meet the water.
- Start ferry shuttles between Ulvsunda and Sunbyberg waterfronts.
- Build a marina.
- Silos and other industrial structures by the waterfront have very high 
architectural value and will be utilized as cultural buildings constitute the 
“culture corridor”.

EDUCATIONAL FINGER

The  objective: 
To create a connection between the public space and the production zone.

Current situation:
The western part of the area where most production facilities are situated is 
cut off from the public space and the waterfront.  

The game plan:
- Transform the office building on Ranhammarsvägen 20 into a technical 
school which will revitalize the industrial western part and help integrate the 
area with the public space.
- Extend the public space towards Bromma Airport by  the technical school.
- Build student housing.

LUNCH & AFTERWORK FINGER

The  objective: 
To attract the office employees to the waterfront.

Current situation:
The enclosed areas inbetween make it impossible for the employees to reach 
the waterfront. There is a lack of public functions between the office district 
and the waterfront.

The game plan:
- Remove the barriers that obstruct people from reaching the waterfront.
- Develop the waterfront.
- Create a public space by giving the existing buildings  new functions and 
open them to the public use.
- Create a restaurant zone between the public space and the office blocks 

THE PALM

The objective: 
To improve the pedestrian flow through and around public spaces.

Current situation:
The Bauhaus building stands right in the middle of the public space and 
limits the access from south to north. 

The game plan:
- Open up en entrance on the north fasade of Bauhaus building to provide a 
direct access from residential area in the south to the public space in the 
north and turn it into a bazaar that expends.
- Connect waterfront to the urban park by creating sports fields 
on the strip between residential zone and the Bazaar building.
- Create a public space by giving the existing buildings new functions and 
open them to the public use.
- Improve the quality and the quantity of shopping environment inside 
Bazaar and open en entrance to the public space.  

RESIDENTIAL FINGER

The objective: 
To connect the existing segregated green areas between 
Ulvsunda and Bromma.

Current situation:
These two green areas are torn apart from each other by two quite 
large parking fields and dilapidated production facilities.

The game plan:
- Remove the parking lots that take up huge amont of space.
- Build up a residential zone. Connect the green areas through streets and 
courtyards.
- The 350 meter-long sports strip acommodates quite a large number of 
sports activities while working as a subtle separation between the public and 
the private. 
- Build a hotel across the existing hotel building.
- Build a parking building.
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